In this paper we investigate the problem of controlled synchronization as a regulator problem. In controlled synchronization one is given autonoinous transmitter dynamics and controlled receiver dynamics. The question is to find a (output) feedback controller that achieves matching between transmitter and controlled receiver. Several variants of the problem where the standard solvability assumptions for the regulator problem are not met turn out to have a solution. Simulations on two standard synchronization examples are also included.
Introduction
The regulator problem is a central problem in control theory and deals with the asymptotic tracking of certain classes of prescribed trajectories and asymptotic rejection of undesired disturbances. Over the years, the problem has received a lot of attention. For linear systems the regulator problem was extensively studied in [4] and [5] . For nonlinear systems, the problem was first studied in [GI and afterwards in [7] on the one hand and [SI on the other hand. An account, of the state of the art on the problem, including both the linear and the nonlinear setting, is given in the book [3] .
Essential in the regulator problem is that in any of the solutions to the problem the required feedback compensator incorporates an internal model of the exosystem that generates the command signals and the exogenous disturbances, cf. [GI. Typically, the solution to the regulator problem presented in [8] , [3] is a local one around an equilibrium point of the exosystem. Further, an important hypothesis in [8] , [3] is that the equilibrium point is stable, while all points in the neighborhood of the equilibrium point are Poisson It is generally accepted that various controller design problems can be cast into an appropriate variant of the regulator problem. The purpose of this note is to show that synchronization of two systems can, under suitable hypotheses, be formulated as a regulator problem. This would imply that in principle a number of (controlled) synchronization problems become solvable through the application of results from [3] . An easy example of the same idea was dealt with in [9] . Unfortunately, in most cases where one seeks a controller that achieves synchronization, the more or less standard hypothesis of Poisson stability is not fulfilled. Thus, further investigation of the solvability of the corresponding regulator problem is needed. We will show tsliat this research can be done successfully, although no complete characterization of the solvability is at hand. This note is organized as follows. In the next section we recapitulate essential background on synchronization and controlled synchronization. Afterwards, in Section 3, we recast this within the context of a regulator problem, and a general preliminary result is presented and illustrated by means of an example. As another example of controlled synchronization when the hypotheses in [S], [3] do not hold, we consider the controlled synchronization of two coupled Van der Pol oscillators in Section 4. In Section 5, some conclusions are drawn. [2] . Suppose two systems are given:
where botlt .r and w are in (or, more generally, it, the same Riemannian manifold). We will assume that the origin is one of the equilibrium points of ( l ) , and that $(O) = 0. Syst,em (1) is the so-called transmz/~e7
(or v t a s / e r~) , arid systetii (2) is tltc iccezucr (or slaiw) S y~~c l i r o t~i z a t i o~~ of (1) ant1 (2) occurs if, i t 0 titatter how ( I ) and (2) are initialized, we have that asytttptot~ically tlirir s1ittc.s will iiiat,cI~, i.e., Typically, the receiver (2) tlepeticls oti ( 1 ) via tlic drive sigital y = q5(w), wltich explains the trailsttiit,-ter/receiver terminology. It is clear that synchronization will only occur in particular cases. In a previous paper, [Ill, it was shown that an interpretation is to view (2) as an observer for (1) given the output signal d(w). So in those applications where one is able to tlesign (2) freely, this provides a potential solut8ioii for the synchronization problem. In most of the synclironizatioii literatsure (see e.g. [la]) however, the systeri~s (1) and (2) are systems that are giveii beforehand, so that, no synchronization will occur in general. However, atid this is the viewpoint that we take in this paper, we may consider a controlled version of the problem, in that we allow the receiver dynamics also to depend on a control variable U , that is, we replace (2) Note that this definition in a more geiieral form is contained in [2] , and typically brings the problem of cotitrolled synchronization within the scope of the regulator problem. 
Below, we give an example of a chaotic transmitter and receiver where the result can be applied.
form (9) . Note that with this choice of y the pair ( C , A) is observable. As the receiver, we take the system 
where U E R and b E R". Note that we now have that for a generic choice of 6 the pair ( A , 6) is stabilizable. Thus, all conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for a generic choice of b . In Figures 1,2 ,3 a simula- = 'U12 1b2 = -7 0 1 -(?of -I ) ? u 2 (14) { Y = WI 'L'lic only rqiiilibriiiiu of this systeiit is t.lie origin, wliicli is an unstable focus. Thus, the systein (14) does not satisfy tlie hypotheses in ([3]) . Further, it, is well known (see e.g. [I] ) that this system has a limit, cycle C that is attracting for aII initial points w ( O ) E R2 -(0). As receiver dynamics, we take the following controlled "copy" of (14):
Consider a solution ( G l ( t ) , & ( t ) ) that starts on C, and let T denote its period. Define p ( t )
We are now interested in tlie question whether or not both systems will synchronize by applying a static (high-gain) error feedback U = -C ( Z~ -w 1 ) . To study this question, we introduce the error signals e, := zi -w, (i = 1,2), which, after feedback, satisfy:
Further, it followsfrom the fact that C i s attracting and tlie time-invariance of (14) that (17) is exponentially stable (antl t,hus (14) and (IC,) synclironize) if and oiily if tlie followiiig linear periodic difrerent,ial equalion is exponent idly stal>le:
We now study the exponential stability of this differential equation for three different ca.ses. Froni this form antl (Is), it, is readily seen that (18) is (unifornily) exponentially stable if and only if c > 0.
Thus, in this case synchronization of (14) and ( 16) inay be achieved by an error feedback U = -c ( x~ -t u l ) , where c > 0. Note, however, that in this case t,lie unforced closed loop dynamics (8) will have the form (18) with a = 1 , p = 0, p ( t ) = -1. From t,his it is easily seen that t,he unforced closed loop dynaniics will be i i n s h h l r , 110 iiia(,I,rr Iiow c is cliosc~n.
Case 2: CY = 0 OIIC iiiay now assiiitiv wit hont loss o f generality that /3 = 1 . 'llic iinforccd closed lool> tlynaniics iiow liavc tlie form (18) with cr = U, /jl = I , p ( f ) = -1. Froni t(1iis we see taliat, also i n this case the unforced closed loop dynamics will be unstable, 1 1 0 matter how c is chosen. Defining := e l , P 2 := ez/c, 6 := I/c, we obtain the following singularly perturbed differential equation:
Using methods from singnlar perturbation theory (see e.g. [14] ) it may then he shown that (18) is (uniformly) exponentially stable when c 1 0 (i.e., when c -+m).
Thus, i n this case synchronization of (14) and (16) may be achieved by liigh-gain error feedback.
We next investigate whether a reasonable lower bound c* n1a.y be given so that (18) is exponeiitially st>able for all c > c * . To this end, we assume that p ( t ) is differentiable, and define Define ( ( 2 ) := e x p ( i J o f p(r)dT)el(t). It then follows that < ( t ) satisfies the Hill equation
A result, froiii [ 101 gives t,llat, tlir growt.11 1)ehavior of solnt,ions of tliis Hill equat,ion is givrii I)y
From this result and the definition of < ( t ) , also a result on the growth behavior of solutions of (18) may be obtained. This result then gives that (18) is (uniformly) (14) and (16) 
It is readily checked that this differential equation is uniformly exponentially stable when
Thus, in this case synchronization of (14) and (16) may be achieved by high-gain error feedback when (21) holds.
Define p,,,
we have that pmin = -1. When /3 > 1, it inay then be shown that (14) and (16) Further, it titay be shown tltat when c > cl. we will have that there exists a 5 > 0 such that q ( t ) -p ( t ) , -( q ( f ) + c) < -6 for all t > 0, which gives that (24) is uniforiitly exponentially stable. Since Q ( t ) is uniformly boutitled, this iiniiiediately implies that also (18) is uniformly expoiientially st,able.
In Figure 6 , the nunierically deteritlined regions i n the cated. Froin this figure, we draw h e conclusion that (14) and (16) 
Conclusioiis
We have shown that the controlled synchronization probleiri can be treated as a regulator problem. IIowever, in most applications where synchronization plays a role some of the standard assumptions for the solvability of the regulator problem are not fulfilled, and we are thus asked to find separate solvability conditions. In a few case we have established that it is possible to achieve such controlled synchronization and, in particular, we have shown that a few standard examples from the syt~clironization literature admit a solution. Sintulations support our findings, and, in facl, suggest that for the synchronization in the Van der Pol example in Section 4 the bounds obtained are relatively conservative. It is therefore interesting to coiitinue this research
